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YY--4422 PPAATTIIEENNTT EEXXAAMMIINNAATTIIOONN TTAABBLLEE CCOOVVEERR ((7700XX119900CCMM..))

The cover is made from a 70 x 190 cm water-proof, washable,
anti-bacterial, specially knitted fabric and hemmed with a cloth
to prevent from getting worn out. It can easily be immobilized
to the table by the elastic bands sewed to corners.
It is produced in white. 

YY--4433 WWAATTEERR--PPRROOOOFF BBEEDD SSHHEEEETT ((9900XX119900))

The cover is made from a 90 x 190 cm water-proof, washable,
anti-bacterial, specially knitted fabric and hemmed with a cloth to
prevent from getting worn out quickly. It is stretched onto the
patient bed and protects the bed from blood, urine etc.
It is available in white color.

YY--4444 WWAATTEERR--PPRROOOOFF PPIILLLLOOWW CCOOVVEERR ((4455XX6655 CCMM..))

The cover is made from a 45 x 65 cm water-proof, washable,
anti-bacterial, specially knitted fabric and hemmed with a cloth
to prevent from getting worn out quickly. After one end of the
pillow is inserted into the pillow cover, another end is located
into the pocket inside the cover, so the pillow is covered entirely.
It protects the pillow from blood, vomit or such liquids.
It is available in white color.

YY--4455  WWAATTEERR--PPRROOOOFF BBEEDD SSHHEEEETT ((6600XX9900 CCMM..))

The cover is made from a 60 x 90 cm water-proof, washable,
anti-bacterial, specially knitted fabric and hemmed with a cloth
to prevent from getting worn out quickly. It is used for baby
incubators   as a protector and produced in white color.

YY--4466 WWAATTEERR--PPRROOOOFF SSTTRREETTCCHHEERR SSHHEEEETT ((6600XX112200CCMM))

The cover is made from a 60 x 120 cm water-proof, washable,
anti-bacterial, specially knitted fabric and hemmed with a cloth
to prevent from getting worn out quickly. It can easily be
immobilized to stretchers   by the elastic bands sewed to
corners. It is used as protector for the stretchers.
It is available in white color.
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YY--4477  WWAATTEERR--PPRROOOOFF BBIIBB

The apron is made from a water-proof, washable, anti-bacterial, specially knitted fabric and
hemmed with a cloth to prevent from getting worn out quickly. It is available in white color.

YY--4488 SSPPOONNGGEE WWAATTEERR--PPRROOOOFF BBEEDD SSHHEEEETT ((4400XX6655))

The cover is made from a 40 x 65 cm water-proof, washable,
anti-bacterial, specially knitted fabric and hemmed with a cloth to
prevent from getting worn out quickly.The sponge mounted into it
makes the cover softer. The elastic bandages,sewed to the four points of the cover provides immobilization It is
stretched onto the patient bed and protects the bed from blood, urine etc. It is available in white color.

YY--5522 WWAATTEERR--PPRROOOOFF IINNCCOONNTTIINNEENNCCEE SSLLIIPP 

The cover is made from a water-proof, washable, anti-bacterial,
specially knitted fabric like a slip. Crimping elastic bands are
sewed to the waist and thigh sections. Its is used for incontinent
children, paralytic and bedridden patients and women 

YY--5533 AALLEEZZEE IINNCCOONNTTIINNEENNCCEE SSLLIIPP WWIITTHH VVEELLCCRROO

The cover is made from a water-proof, washable, anti-bacterial,
specially knitted fabric like a diaper. Closure is accomplished by
velcros at the right and left. Its is used for incontinent children,
paralytic and bedridden patients and women who menstruate
so often.

YY--5544 DDOOUUBBLLEE WWAATTEERR--PPRROOOOFF BBEEDD SSHHEEEETT((117700XX119900 CCMM..))

The cover is made from a 170x 190cm water-proof, washable,
anti-bacterial, specially knitted fabric and hemmed with a cloth
to prevent from getting worn out quickly. The elastic bandages,
sewed to the four points of the cover provides immobilization it
is stretched onto the patient bed and protects the bed from blood,
urine etc. It is available in white color.
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